Product and accessories catalog
Professional quality lifts
from 1,5 tons to 80 tons

Your quality guarantee for long-lasting lifts

Welcome to Nenab
60 years have passed since Nils Enar Nilsson patented an invention that revolutionized the lift market.
With focus on quality, reliability and user friendliness, the Nenab lifts quickly found their way to everything
from garages to large customers all over the world.
Every time you visit the vehicle inspection companies in
Sweden, your car is most likely elevated by a free wheel-lift
from Nenab. Our largest markets are Europe and Russia,
but don’t be surprised if you find a Nenab lift in Timbuktu or
Samborombón.
We have the same focus today. Many customers come back to
us with their Nenab lift some 20-30 years later to change an
outdated sealing or so. It lasts. Year after year.
Best regards

Jonas Wretlind
Owner
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3.

Service
Quality guarantee
Nenab is your guarantee of quality for persistent lifters which allow many years of productive work, without
costly maintenance.

A NENAB lift from the 1960s, still performing
as efficiently as fifty years ago. That’s what we
call quality.

Tailor Made
We offer a wide range of standard lifts and also
tailor lifts for specific demands. For small
adjustments, our standard lifts can be customized, while major changes in lift capacity, size
or dimensions require a new design. Contact us
for a proposal.

Service and repair
If your lift for some reason requires service or
reparation, we preform service and repairs.
Your lift should work for many years and we
particularly enjoy receiving jacks that are
20-30 years old and just need a bit of polish
and change of a weared out part to work for
many years to come. Make sure to include information of the problem experienced with your
lift, to enable accurate action from our
mechanics.

4.

Free-wheel lifts
for surface-mounted lifts or pits

Free-wheel lifts
Our free-wheel lifts are designed for surface-mounted lifts (four-post lift) or over a work pit. They are
reliable in operation, easy to use and meet extremely high standards of safety, speed and stability.

Pneumatic car lifts

Nenab car lifts are ideal for reparation, wheel suspension, maintaining of steering, wheel bearings and tires
of cars. Depending on lift requirements, you can easily find the right fit. For optimized working environments, chose a lift with pneumatically adjustable extension arms, maneuvered with low-positioned operating controls to prevent injuries in shoulders and neck.
The lift cylinder in all car lifts has a pneumatic safety valve that locks the lift in place in the event of
hose break. All lifts are equipped with maneuver controls on both sides for maximized flexibility.

ALS 8/1,5

ALS 8/1.5P

Lift Capacity 1.5 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm (240 to 440mm)

with pneumatic arm ext.

Lift Capacity 1.5 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm (240 to 440mm)

ALS 8/1.5P has pneumatically adjustable extension arms and can also be equipped with
push-button electric lowering controls to
enable return from any position. ALS 8/1.5P
was designed and tested in collaboration with
the Technical department of Swedish national vehicle inspection agency (AB Svensk Bilprovning).

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

5.

Free-wheel lifts
for surface-mounted lifts or pits

N 250

N 250P

Lift Capacity cars up to 2.5 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 266 mm (193 to 459mm)
Reach with arms in : 835
Reach with arms out: 1330

with pneumatic arm ext.
Lift Capacity cars up to 2.5 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 266 mm (193 to 459mm)
Reach with arms in : 430-835 mm
Reach with arms out: 1330

By using three cylinders instead of one, the N250 (P) has increased lift capacity, yet reduced size compared
to the ALS lift. Choose N 250P with pneumatically adjustable extension arms to maintain an efficient,
ergonomic and safe work enviroment. Choose electrical lowering to be able to lower your N 250P from a safe
distance on the control panel.

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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6.

Free-wheel lifts
for surface-mounted lifts or pits

Pneumatic and hydraulic lifts
For maximum stability, reliability and durability, choose a pneumatic, hydraulic car lift. We offer models for
lift requirements from 2 to 10 ton.

FLH 7/2
Lift Capacity 2 tons
Air Pressure 7 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm

The lift cylinder is completely hydraulically
steered, ensuring a smooth and safe lift and
return movement. The horizontally maneuverable lift yoke ensures a stable and well-balanced process for maximum safety.

F 83

Lift Capacity 3 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 180 mm

Extremely compact, all-round, model with the
drive inside the bearing frame construction
to minimize the space requirements of the lift.
The twin lift cylinders and mechanical horizontal maneuverability of the lift bracket ensure a stable, well-balanced process.

F-85

Lift Capacity 5 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 250 mm

The lift is designed to be used for lifting heavier cars,
campers, tractors, etc. when checking and repair of
suspension, steering control, wheel bearings and
tires and more. Extremely compact all-round freewheel lift, air driven hydraulic for maximum reliability
and durability. Dual lift cylinders and mechanical horizontal control
of the spreader provides stable well-balanced lift. Drive unit placement inside
the supporting frame structure restricts lift space requirements to a minimum,
which greatly facilitates the work of the hoist immediate vicinity.
Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

7.

Free-wheel lifts
for sureface-mounted lifts or pits

F 7/6
Lift Capacity 6 tons
Air Pressure 7 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm

This compact lift is ideal in limited spaces.
With a quick fingertip control and two possible speeds, it is extremely easy to use. Standard delivery includes a replaceable lift saddle
and piston extension, 150 mm in length.
Extra accessories: Lift bracket for two-point
lifts for a maximum load of 2 tons.

FLHP 6/8

Lift Capacity 8 tons
Air Pressure 6 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm

Install a FLHP 6/8 on a surface-mounted lift
for maximized efficiency in limited spaces with
varied track-width requirements. Edge rollers
with twin ball bearings and steering, vertically and horizontally, provide for an extremely low construction height. One single button controls the lift and the drive comprises NENAB’s pneumatic high-pressure
pump, LHP/100 for enhanced productivity. Standard delivery includes replaceable lift-saddle and piston
extension, L=150 mm. Extra accessories: Lift yoke for two-point lifts for a maximum load of 2 tons.

FLH 8/10

Lift Capacity 10 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 200 mm

This flexible lift is available with travelling carriage or slides for use on surface-mounted lifts
or on inspection- and work pits with a minimum of 860 mm width. It is designed with twin
air cylinders and a guide control mechanism. The horizontally adjustable lift-unit provides extremely stable vehicle support for maximized safety. The lift is pneumatically hydraulic, has fingertip control and
offers two possible speeds.
The two vertically adjustable lifting lugs allow for lifting at the side of a gimbal or similar.

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

8.

Pit jacks
Pit-Jacks
Our pneumatic hydraulic pit-jacks are designed for heavy vehicles. All models are characterized by high quality, excellent operating reliability and low air consumption. The twin cylinders enable free passage under the
lift and maximum headroom.
10 Tons Centric Load

FLH 12

Lift Capacity 12 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 420 mm
Lifting width, arms in 800 mm (C-C)
Lifting width, arms out 1450 mm (C-C)

10/2 Tons

12 Tons

10/2 Tons

New

The lift bar is designed to fit the sliding saddle
brackets for centred lifts lift and adjustable extension
arms for wider vehicles with a maximum weight of
2x5 tons. The arms are easily adjusted to wished
position with a wide maximum reach. Panels on the
side with ballbearing spring-su pended wheels
facilitate movement along the length of the work pit.
The lift is locked to the base when loaded.
Recommended accessories: two pcs of sliding saddle
brackets to enable centred lifts on the lift bar and two
pcs of piston extenders for high vehicles L=210 mm.
Other heights are available, see Accessories.

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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9.

Pit jacks
GL
The control panels are placed at a convenient working height. The valve has three levels: neutral, fast and
lift mode and always returns to neutral when released, to lock the valve in the right position.
The GL-lifts can be equipped with control panels on both sides for flexible operation. Sliders are available
for all types of work pits, designed with spring-mounted wheels, ensuring that the lift is locked to the base
when supporting a load.

GL 810
Lift Capacity 10/15/20 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 500 mm

GL-840
Lift Capacity 40 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 500 mm

Adjustable axle stands mounted
on a GL lift for proper and safe
work according to European
standards. See more information
in Accesories.
Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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10.

Garage jacks

Garage-jacks
Our pneumatic hydraulic garage-jacks are designed for trucks and heavy transport vehicles. The lifts are
characterized by high durability, extremely low air consumption and good operating economy.

Thanks to the pneumatic return, the garage jacks enable quick lift and return, even without load. The extremely strong transport wheels are made of solid rubber for all garage-jacks except for HPG-840, where
the wheels are made of steel. The positioning of the wheels facilitates maneuvering in small areas and in
narrow spaces, while the low ground clearance makes the jack fit under most vehicles. Solid chrome-plated
pivot pins with grease nipples. Patented drive unit with twin cylinders for maximum safety.

HPG-8/8

Lift Capacity 8 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lowest/Highest working height: 150mm/520mm

HPG-8/8 was “tailor made” for
VOLVO Truck Center.

The NENAB HPG series is perfect for truck
service on the road, thanks to the low air
consumption

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

11.

Garage jacks

HPG-810
Lift Capacity 10 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 400 mm

Your vision
Make your own vision of how to use these tools in your business! For example, in the mining industry, the
sevice of construction vehicles, assistace along roads or as in this illustration ............... military use.

HPG-816-820

HPG-840

Lift Capacity 16/20 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar
Lift Movement 515 mm

Order:NENAB AB

Lift Capacity 40/20 tons
Air Pressure 8 bar

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

12.

Wheel
lift lift
Wheel
H-630
A complement to car servicing lifts, one and two column lifts.
With this wheel lift, the wheels can be removed and remounted whitout effort with
manual lifting and with an ergonomically
correct position. The elevator is completely
symmetrical and can be used from all sides
of the car.
Power at 6 bar =30 kg.
Max. height to wheel centre =140 cm.
Lifting time to max. height =5 seconds

Accessories
Accessories
Keeping the air clean is important for the function and reliability
of your lift. We have developed a kit for the N250P that filters the
air besides your cleaning that you have at the workshop. This air
filter is mounted on the frame of the lift and the tubes are plugged
into the fittings. This way you get a good overview every time you
use it, how clean the air is. When ordering this product, it is important that you inform us about which version of the N250 you
have. This may be done with a photo with your mobile camera,
which you then send to info@nenab.com. You can of course also
get this kit mounted on the lifts you buy new.

12965
Air Cleaner Kit for N250 and N250P

12967
10/8 Tonnes lifting yoke intended for
GL-810/815/820
10 Tons up to 1200mm c-c
8 Tons from 1200mm-1350mm c-c
Arms in 820mm c-c
34 kg

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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13.

Accessories
Accessories

12910
10 Tonnes lifting yoke. L=1200mm
Special for: Mercedes Actros and buses

12911
2 Tonnes lifting
yoke intended for
GL-810/815/820
L=840-1330mm

12912 20 Tonnes lifting yoke, L=880mm
GL820
12913 for 15 Tonnes
L=880mm, GL815
12914 for 15 Tonnes
L=940mm, GL815
12915
8 Tonnes lifting
yoke intended for
GL-810/815/820
L=800mm

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

12916
adjustable jack stands to cart
for GL-lifters (picture at side
9)

info@nenab.com
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14.

Accessories

Support bar in Steel
12919 H40
12920 H65
12921 H120

Support bar in aluminium
12922 H40
12923 H65
12924 H120

12926
Arm extenders
intended for
AL / ALS / N250.

12925
Support bar in Steel
H20

12927
Support heel XC-90
Steel / 2-comp. polyurethane
(100 x 100 x 60 mm)
total hight 190mm

12928
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
230 x 140 x 87 mm

12929
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
230 x 140 x 120 mm

12930
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
120 x 120 x 23 mm

12931
200 x 100 x 25

12933
Support heel
2-comp polyurethane
200 x 100 x 70 mm

12932
200 x 100 x 40
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
12952
98 x 98 x 30 mm
12955
160 x120 x 40 mm
Support heel
Solid Rubber

12953
100 x 100 x 25
12954
100 x 100 x 60
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane

12956
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
120 x 120 x 90 mm

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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15.

Accessories
12941

12938 H 160mm
12939 H 220mm
12940 H 290mm

Lifting saddel
intended for GL (2 tonnes)
lifting yoke
(to place in the mid)

( FLH 2x5)
12942
12943
12944
12961
12962

10 ton / H 210mm
15 ton / H 250mm
20 ton / H 260mm
20 ton / H 100mm
20 ton / H 300mm

12945

Lifting sadel
intended for ALS and N250

Extension rod, GL-models
and FLH-12.

12946

12947

Extension for HPG 810
H 150 mm

Lifting sadel
intended for FLH 2x5

12948

12949

12951

12970

Plate in aluminium
(to twist support bar 90deg.)
intended for
ALS-P and N250-P

Extension rod for GL-models
H 215 (223/273) mm

Order:NENAB AB

“Tailor made” support bar
in steel, at request from
cutomer.

Lifting saddle
for GL-810-815-820
and HPG-816-820
Height 30mm

12934
Support bar in steel
Caravan/Trailer
V-shaped (90 degree).
L 80 mm

12935
Support heel
2-comp. polyurethane
Caravan / Trailer
Round diam. 120 mm

12936
Support bar in steel for
FLH 2x5
H 125mm

12937
Support bar in steel for
FLH 2x5
H 50mm

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

16.

Accessories

12950

Adjustable sidegables,
for N-250 and ALS.
Range from approx
-55mm lift down
or lift up +100mm

12971

Sidegable for pit and special four-post lifts. N-250
and ALS.
Different four-post lifts
require different side
gabels. Please fill in
“Measurement Request”,
page 18, and send us for
quotation. For pits, see
page 19.

12960

Adjusting Cylinder
for extension arms.
N-250-P , AL-8/1,5,
ALS-8/1,5.

Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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17.

Wheel options
Garage jacks

Free Wheel Lifts
12962

Bearings wheel
Steel

12963

Wheel track
Steel

12960 16 and 20 ton / D 280x70mm - 25
12961 10 ton / D 200x47mm - 20

Pit Jacks

12964

Wheel track
Steel

These wheels are also available with
ball bearings and grease fitting.

Cylindrical
-when the runway in the grease
pit has a straight surface

3-589-2
3-589-4
3-589-5

L48
L40
L35

D84
D84
D84

12965

Wheel track

B6
B6
B6

Oilon

Conical
-when the runway in the grease
pit has an inclined surface
3-589-6
3-589-12
3-589-7
3-589-1

L48
L40
L35
L48

D84
D84
D84
D100

Order:NENAB AB

B6
B6
B6
B6

12966

Flat wheel
Oilon

V4.5
V4.5
V4.5
V4.5

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com

www.nenab.com

18.

Measurement request
Options for 4-column lifts and scissor lifts
Figure 1.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-height = .........................................

Roadway

Floor

Roadway
Lighting

Floor

Roadway
Lighting

Figure 2.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = ..........................................
E-width = ...........................................
F-height = ..........................................
G-height = .........................................
H-width = ..........................................
Figure 3.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = .........................................
E-height = .........................................

Floor

Figure 4.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = ..........................................
E-height = .........................................
F-height = .........................................

Please use this form when order. Measure the grease pit at least three (3) places and note the maximum and
minimum dimensions. Choose the shape that conforms to your pit. If none of the figures are consistent with your
pit, you must make your own sketch showing your pit.
Do not forget to fill in the Contact information so we can reach you if there would be any confusion.
Name / Order number ....................................................................... Phone ............................................................
Type of lift: FLH7/2,
GL810/815/820,
N250/N250P , ALS ,
F83,
Other...............
FLH 12,
And the lift will be mounted on a (Brand)......................................... (Type) ..............................................................
Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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19.

Measurement request
Options for pit lifts

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Roadway

Figure 5.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-deg. = 4 deg.
straight
E-height = .........................................
F-beam depth =.................................
G-height =...........................................
H-width = ..........................................
Figure 6.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = ..........................................

Figure 7.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = .........................................

Figure 8.
A-width = ..........................................
B-width = ..........................................
C-height = .........................................
D-width = ..........................................
E-height = .........................................
F-width = .........................................

Please use this form when order. Measure the grease pit at least three (3) places and note the maximum and
minimum dimensions. Choose the shape that conforms to your pit. If none of the figures are consistent with
your pit, you must make your own sketch showing your pit.
Do not forget to fill in the Contact information so we can reach you if there would be any confusion.
Name / Order number ....................................................................... Phone ............................................................
N250/N250P , ALS ,
Other...............
Type of lift: FLH7/2,
GL810/815/820,
F83,
FLH 12,
Order:NENAB AB

Phone +46 26 25 07 30

Fax: +46 26 25 88 25

info@nenab.com
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18.

Professional quality axelstand
for up to 100 tons of load

Examples of axelstands:
Part No.
Name			
Maximum Load
Height 		
Length x Width
Weight
2710		
Adjustable trestle
100 ton 		
800-1400mm 900 x 900mm		
700kg
2711		
Adjustable trestle
50 ton			
900-1600mm 900 x 900mm		
870kg
2711-AA Adjustable trestle
50 ton			
680-1000mm 900 x 900mm		
665kg
2711-BB Fixed trestle		
50 ton 			
500mm
800 x 800mm		
430kg
If you have any other wishes, we would like to do this by making “tailor made” for you, always CE
marked!

Your quality guarantee with EC-marked products

